Direct Experimental Characterization of Glycosyl Cations by Infrared Ion Spectroscopy
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ABSTRACT: Glycosyl cations are crucial intermediates formed during enzymatic and chemical glycosylation. The intrinsic high reactivity and short lifetime of these reaction intermediates make them very challenging to characterize using spectroscopic techniques. Herein, we report the use of collision induced dissociation tandem mass spectrometry to generate glycosyl cations in the gas phase followed by infrared ion spectroscopy using the FELIX infrared free electron laser. The experimentally observed IR spectra were compared to DFT calculated spectra enabling the detailed structural elucidation of elusive glycosyl oxocarbenium and dioxolenium ions.

The principal challenge in chemical oligosaccharide synthesis is the stereoselective synthesis of glycosidic bonds.1 Glycosidic bonds connecting monosaccharides can exist as α- or β-diastereomers. The most common approach to chemically prepare glycosidic bonds is via a nucleophilic substitution reaction between a glycosyl donor carrying an anomeric leaving group and a glycosyl acceptor containing a nucleophilic alcohol. Depending on the nature of the glycosyl donor, acceptor, and reaction parameters, the mechanism of a glycosylation is best described as a continuum between SN1-like and SN2-like reaction pathways (Scheme 1).2

Scheme 1. Reactive Intermediates in Glycosylation Reactions and Their Respective Reaction Pathways

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glycosyl donor</th>
<th>Oxocarbenium ion</th>
<th>Contact ion pair/Covalent intermediate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PO−LG</td>
<td>PO−A</td>
<td>S_N1-like</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LG = Leaving group, E = Electrophile, A = Anion, P = Protecting group.

during the displacement of the contact ion pair intermediates is often attributed to an alternative reaction pathway via the solvent separated ion pair, also known as the oxocarbenium ion. Hence, to fully understand the mechanistic pathways of glycosylation reactions, it is crucial to elucidate the structure of its intermediates such as glycosyl oxocarbenium ions. However, glycosyl oxocarbenium ions are very challenging to characterize due to their intrinsic high reactivity, short lifetimes, and equilibrium with the corresponding contact ion pair. Very recently, NMR spectroscopy of glycosyl oxocarbenium ions was reported in super acid solution.3 However, the harsh conditions used to generate the oxocarbenium ions are not compatible with all types of protecting groups commonly used in oligosaccharide synthesis. Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) can be employed to generate glycosyl cations in complete isolation, and their gas-phase fragmentation has been extensively studied.4–14 Recently, the use of MS in combination with infrared (IR) ion spectroscopy has emerged as a powerful method to determine the gas-phase structures of molecular ions in MS/MS15–20 and to probe glycan structure.21–26

Herein we report the use of collisional dissociation to generate glycosyl cations followed by characterization using infrared (IR) ion spectroscopy. Electrospray ionization (ESI) of four glycosyl donors was employed to form a parent ion which was fragmented using collision induced dissociation (CID) affording the desired glycosyl cations. Crucially, the absence of a counterion and solvent led to “naked” cations that could be characterized using IR ion spectroscopy. The IR spectra showed specific diagnostic vibrational bands enabling the assignment of oxocarbenium and dioxolenium ions. In addition, a mixture of two dioxolenium ion isomers could be resolved thereby providing insight into the dynamics of these elusive intermediates.

We synthesized mannosyl donors 1–4 as substrates, and the commonly used benzyl ethers were replaced by methyl ethers in order to eliminate IR signals resulting from the aromatic systems (Scheme 2). Thioglycosides were selected, as they are often attributed to an alternative reaction pathway via the solvent separated ion pair, also known as the oxocarbenium ion.
Ionization of mannosyl donor 1 was achieved using ESI resulting in the parent ion \([M+N\text{H}_4]^+\) with an \(m/z\) ratio of 458. Subsequent isolation and CID led to the formation of various fragment ions, most notably the mannosyl cation with an \(m/z\) ratio of 331 (Figure S1). This fragment ion was isolated in a quadrupole ion trap \(^3\) and subsequently characterized by IR ion spectroscopy using the FELIX laser operating in the 700–1850 cm\(^{-1}\) range (for details see Supporting Information). The mannosyl cation derived from 1, produced an IR spectrum containing a wealth of well-resolved and diagnostic peaks (Figure 1, black line). To explore the generality of this approach, gluco- and galactoside donors were also prepared, fragmented, and characterized by IR ion spectroscopy producing similar, yet distinct IR spectra (Figure S2).

To obtain structural information on the formed ions, IR ion spectroscopy is combined with high level ab initio calculations. \(^5\) Calculated IR spectra from selected low energy structures were compared with the experimental IR spectra for structural assignments.

In our spectral assessment, peak positions (cm\(^{-1}\)) are most important since peak intensities in the calculated spectrum are based on linear IR absorption, whereas the measured spectra rely on multiple-photon absorption. Initial optimization indicated that DFT calculations at the B3LYP/6-31+ +G(d, p) level, with relative energies determined using MP2/6-311 + +G(2d, 2p), proved to provide the most representative spectra (Figure S3). It is well established that acetyl protected donors produce dioxolenium ions via neighboring group participation. \(^3\) The experimental IR spectrum was compared with the calculated IR spectra of the lowest energy isomers of four different structural families with \(m/z = 331\). Participation of the C-2, C-3, C-4, or C-6 acetyl ester was considered together with the unstabilized oxocarbenium ion (Figure S4). The lowest energy structure resulted from C-2 acetyl participation followed by C-3 participation (+5.8 kJ/mol), while C-4/C-6 participation or no participation displays significant higher energies (+34.2–40.3 kJ/mol). Based on the energies themselves, the latter three structures are unlikely to be present. This is further supported by comparing the calculated and experimental IR spectra. The calculated C=O \(^{\text{stretch}}\) of the oxocarbenium ion would appear at 1616 cm\(^{-1}\) (Figure S4); however, this signal is absent in the measured spectrum. The participation of acetyl esters can be assigned by the calculated C-O=O \(^{\text{stretch}}\) (~1540 cm\(^{-1}\)) and the C-C \(^{\text{stretch}}\) (~1495 cm\(^{-1}\)) modes of the dioxolenium ion, whereas the C=O \(^{\text{stretch}}\) vibration of the nonparticipating acetyl esters are found at 1725–1800 cm\(^{-1}\). The C-6 acetyl C=O \(^{\text{stretch}}\) (1725 cm\(^{-1}\)) is distinct from the other esters and clearly visible in the measured IR spectrum. Calculations show that this signature is lost upon C-6 acetyl participation thereby excluding it (Figure S4). Dioxolenium ions resulting from either C-2 (1a) or C-3 (1b) ester participation both produce low energy structures (Figure 1). However, when comparing the calculated peaks originating from the O=C=O \(^{\text{stretch}}\) and C-C \(^{\text{stretch}}\) vibrations of the dioxolenium ion (1538 and 1496 cm\(^{-1}\)), it is clear that C-2 participation is in much better agreement with the experimentally observed spectrum (1a, Figure 1A) than C-3 participation (1b, Figure 1B). Most notably, the assignment that the activation of 1 leads to a C-2-dioxolenium ion is consistent with previous NMR studies. \(^3\) Hence, isobaric glycosyl cation fragments can be distinguished on the basis of their IR spectrum using DFT calculations.

Next, we investigated the characterization of the more challenging oxocarbenium ion using permethylated mannosyl donor 2 to limit the possibilities for neighboring group participation. ESI of 2 followed by CID resulted in the desired fragment ion with \(m/z = 219\) (Figure S5). Subsequent IR ion spectroscopy yielded an IR spectrum rich in diagnostic peaks for structural characterization (Figure 2, black line). DFT calculations for oxocarbenium ions resulting from 2 yielded two main structural families which differ in energy by ~13 kJ/mol (2a and 2b, Figure 2, color fill). Both structures are oxocarbenium ions, but differ in the conformation of the pyranose ring, \(^3\)E (2a) and \(^4\)H\(_2\) (2b). Most notably, the calculated C=O \(^{\text{stretch}}\) stretch, in 2a and 2b, corresponding to the C-1 oxocarbenium ion (1609 cm\(^{-1}\)) was indeed observed in the measured spectrum at 1585 cm\(^{-1}\) (Figure 2AB). The lowest
energy structure, the $^3E$ envelope, displayed the best fit with the observed spectrum. Previous calculations by Whitfield suggested a two conformer hypothesis with $^4H_3$ and $^3E$ conformations as the lowest energy states.\(^{33}\) The calculated spectra of the $^3E$ (2a) and $^4H_3$ (2b) conformers are very similar, but the additional signal at 1058 cm\(^{-1}\) (C-3−C-4 and C-2−O-2 stretch) predicted for the $^4H_3$ conformer is absent in the measured spectrum (Figure 2B). In the calculated $^3E$ conformation, the same C-3−C-4 and C-2−O-2 interactions are calculated at lower wavenumbers (991 cm\(^{-1}\)) and are in better agreement with the measured spectrum. Together with the fact that the $^4H_3$ has a higher energy, this suggests the $^3E$ is the preferred conformer. These data indicate that elusive oxocarbenium ions can be generated and characterized at a highly detailed level using diagnostic peaks indicative of pyranose conformation.

The conformational flexibility of glycosyl oxocarbenium ions is an important factor determining the stereochemical outcome of a glycosylation reaction. Much effort has been directed to the creation of oxocarbenium ions that display a well-defined conformation to induce stereoselectivity via the preferential attack on one diastereotopic face.\(^{33−38}\) As a prime example, oxocarbenium ions derived from mannanuronic acid esters 3 and 4 are expected to favor the $^4H_4$ conformation due to stabilization of the oxocarbenium ion by the pseudo axial C-6 carboxylate ester.\(^{34,35}\) Subsequent pseudo axial attack is favorable, as it directly leads to the $\beta$-product in the chair conformation. In addition, it is also known that the $\alpha$-trilactate intermediate contact ion pair is formed in reactions with 3, leading to the $\beta$-product via S$_{N}2$-like displacement.\(^{39}\) Hence, to elucidate the solvent separated ion pair side of this continuum, we characterized cations resulting from the fragmentation of 3 and 4.

Ionization and fragmentation resulted in the corresponding mannanuronyl cations (Figure S7). Well-resolved IR spectra were obtained displaying distinct diagnostic peaks for permethylated mannanuronic acid 3 (Figure 3A, black line). DFT-calculations indicated that participation of the C-6 ester provided the lowest energy structure 3a (Figure 3A, color fill). The measured spectrum is in good agreement with the calculated spectrum of this structure. The peak observed at 1637 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponds well with the calculated peak at 1644 cm\(^{-1}\) describing the diagnostic O−C==O$^+$ stretch vibration.
The C–H bend modes of the methyl ester located at approximately 1409–1487 cm\(^{-1}\) in the stabilized oxocarbenium ion also have clear overlap (3a, Figure 3A). Furthermore, the various C–H bending modes belonging to the methoxy and ring hydrogens were identified in the calculated spectrum and showed clear overlap with peaks in the measured spectrum. Isomers in which the C-6 ester does not participate were also considered; however, as the characteristic calculated C==O stretch vibration at approximately 1800 cm\(^{-1}\) is not observed in the experimental IR spectrum, we can discard these structures (Figure 3B). Hence, these data strongly suggest C-6 ester participation upon activation of 3.

Finally, mannanuronic acid ester donor 4 containing a C-4 ester was investigated. In this case, ester participation from both diastereotopic faces of the oxocarbenium ion should be possible. The IR spectra of the isolated ions of 4 were obtained and yield a well-resolved spectrum (Figure 3B-D, black line). Initial DFT calculations pointed toward structure 4a resulting from C-6 ester participation as observed with 3 (Figure 3B). All major calculated peaks such as C–H bending, C-6 O==C==O' stretch, and 4-Ac C==O stretch vibration at 1554 cm\(^{-1}\) (C-6 OMe stretch) belong to the non-participating methyl ester. Mixing of the two calculated spectra belonging to both participation modes (4a and 4b) led to an excellent fit of the observed spectrum (Figure 3D). This result highlights the possibility to characterize a mixture of isomers using IR ion spectroscopy thereby providing crucial insight in the dynamics of glycosylation cations.

In conclusion, the use of mass spectrometry coupled with IR ion spectroscopy and quantum chemical calculations is a mild and versatile method to generate and structurally characterize elusive glycosyl cations in the gas phase. While we acknowledge that gas phase experiments are unlikely to be fully representative of glycosyl cation structure in solution, the absence of counterions and solvent allows for the detailed study of the intrinsic structure and dynamics of these intermediates. Furthermore, the IR spectra displayed a wealth of diagnostic peaks that could be used to elucidate conformational preferences as well as mixtures of isomeric dioxygenium ions. We therefore believe that this MS-IR based methodology will be valuable to advance our fundamental understanding of glycosylation reactions and likely also other reactions proceeding through ionic intermediates.
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